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ABSTRACT
The microlensing parallax campaign with the Spitzer space telescope aims to measure
masses and distances of microlensing events seen towards the Galactic bulge, with a
focus on planetary microlensing events. The hope is to measure how the distribution of
planets depends on position within the Galaxy. In this paper, we compare 50 microlens
parallax measurements from 2015 Spitzer campaign to three different Galactic models
commonly used in microlensing analyses, and we find that ≥ 80 % of these events have
microlensing parallax values higher than the medians predicted by Galactic models. We
use the Anderson-Darling (AD) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests on the cumulative
distributions of the Bayesian prior probability that the each of the Spitzer parallax
measurements is at least as large as the observed microlensing parallax values. These
tests indicate probabilities of pAD < 3.0× 10−8 and pKS < 4.1× 10−6 that the data are
consistent with these Galactic models from the AD and KS tests respectively. Given
that many Spitzer light curves show evidence of large correlated errors, we conclude that
this discrepancy is probably due to systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry. Since
the 2015 sample is composed of single lens events, this discrepancy cannot be explained
as a selection effect, as might be the case if we were considering a sample of planetary
or binary microlensing events. We consider a simple scheme to correct for this problem
by multiplying the reported error bars on the Spitzer microlensing parallax measure-
ments by a constant factor, and we find that an error bar renormalization factor of 3.4
provides reasonable agreement with all three Galactic models. We expect, however,
that corrections to the uncertainties in the Spitzer photometry itself are likely to be a
more effective way to address the systematic errors. We also argue that is important
to include the piE prior distributions when analyzing events with large uncertainties or
degeneracies in piE measurements.
Keywords: gravitational lensing: micro, planetary systems
1. INTRODUCTION
The gravitational microlensing method (Mao & Paczynski 1991) is sensitive to planetary systems at
any distance between the Sun and the Galactic center. While distant planets can also be detected by
the transit method, microlensing is probably the best method to measure the planet distribution in
our galaxy. A study of the Galactic distribution of planets can reveal the history of planet formation
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in our galaxy and the mechanism of planet formation in the Galactic bulge, which has a much higher
density of stars than the Solar neighborhood. Thus far, Penny et al. (2016) attempt a comparison
of the distribution of distances to planetary microlens systems with expectations based on a galactic
model. One aspect of the microlensing method which makes such a statistical study difficult is that
the lens mass ML and distance DL are not uniquely determined for most microlensing events.
To directly measure the lens mass, ML, and estimate the distance, DL, both the angular Einstein
radius, θE, and the microlens parallax piE must be measured. The angular Einstein radius, θE, is
given by
θE ≡
√
κMLpirel , (1)
where κ = 8.144 mas M−1 , pirel = 1 AU(D
−1
L −D−1S ) and DS is the distance to the source star, which
is approximately 8 kpc. The microlens parallax, piE, is given by
piE ≡ pirel
θE
, (2)
and the lens mass can be obtained by eliminating pirel from equations 1 and 2 to yield
ML =
θE
κpiE
. (3)
The angular Einstein radius can be measured when the finite source effect is seen in the light
curve or when the lens-source separation is measured after the microlensing event (Bennett et al.
2015; Batista et al. 2015; Bhattacharya et al. 2018). Microlensing parallax, piE, has traditionally been
measured via the detection of the effects of the Earth’s orbital motion in the light curve (Alcock et al.
1995; An et al. 2002; Muraki et al. 2011). Because these two effects are only occasionally measured,
the only light curve parameter that constrains the lens mass and distance is Einstein radius crossing
time,
tE ≡ θE
µrel
, (4)
where µrel is the lens-source relative proper motion. For planetary events, the angular Einstein
radius θE is commonly measured because planetary events usually show finite source effects, but the
orbital microlensing parallax effect is detected only when the event’s Einstein radius crossing time is
relatively long. As a result, only ∼ 20% planetary events have their mass and distance determined
by the combination of θE and piE (e.g., Bennett et al. 2010; Muraki et al. 2011). For events where
the finite source effect and/or the orbital parallax effect were not measured, probability distributions
for the lens mass and distance can be estimated with a Bayesian analysis using the Galactic model
as its prior probability distribution, under the assumption that the planet hosting probability does
not depend on the lens mass and distance (e.g., Beaulieu et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2014). It is
also possible to determine the mass and distance of the lens system by combining high angular
resolution followup observations with adaptive optics (AO) or the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
and mass luminosity relations (Batista et al. 2015; Bennett et al. 2015; Koshimoto et al. 2017a,b;
Bhattacharya et al. 2018). However, these observations must be taken several years after the event
to measure the lens-source separation, depending on the µrel value.
One might think of a statistical study of events with measurements of orbital microlensing parallax
effects to determine the Galactic distribution of planets, but unfortunately, orbital microlensing
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parallax is difficult to detect for systems more distant than DL ≈ 4 kpc (Sumi et al. 2016; Bennett et
al. 2018a). Penny et al. (2016) did attempt to compare the planetary occurrence rate as a function
of DL, but this attempt was plagued by an inhomogeneous sample, incorrect parallax measurements
(Han et al. 2016), and overly optimistic detection efficiency estimates.
A more serious attempt to measure the Galactic distribution of planetary systems has been made
with the Spitzer microlensing campaign (Yee et al. 2015a), which is a systematic program to make piE
measurements of microlensing events identified by ground-based surveys since 2014. This program
makes use of the ∼ 1 AU separation between Spitzer and the Earth, to measure piE for a carefully
selected sample of events. Zhu et al. (2017) did a statistical analysis of the 2015 Spitzer campaign,
and they estimated that ∼ 1/3 of all planet detections from the Spitzer campaign should be located
in the bulge if the planet distributions are the same in the bulge as in the disk.
However, there are correlated systematic errors in many of the Spitzer light curves (Poleski et al.
2016; Zhu et al. 2017), and they can potentially affect the microlensing parallax measurements. Zhu
et al. (2017) also discuss this. In particular, they describe that prominent deviations from single lens
model, caused by the unknown systematics, are seen in the Spitzer light curves for 5 events out of their
raw sample of 50 events (see section 5.1 of their paper). In a handful of events the Spitzer microlensing
parallax measurements are consistent with a ground based parallax measurements (Udalski et al.
2015; Poleski et al. 2016; Han et al. 2017), but this comparison is not precise enough to provide a
useful test of the precision of the Spitzer microlensing parallax measurements. Also, there are many
events for which the Spitzer light curve data have poor coverage of both the magnified portion of
the light curve and the baseline. These events might well have large systematic errors in the piE
measurements due to systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry. Also, several binary and planetary
microlensing events have been interpreted as lens systems located in the Galactic disk that are
orbiting perpendicular to or in the opposite direction of disk rotation based on Spitzer data with
poor light curve coverage (Shvartzvald et al. 2017, 2019; Chung et al. 2019). The prior probability
for such orbits is quite low ( <∼ 10−3), so it seems quite possible that the microlensing parallax signals
for these events are spurious due to systematic Spitzer photometry errors.
In this paper, we compare the measurements of tE and piE for the sample of 50 single lens events
from the 2015 Spitzer data (Zhu et al. 2017), to the predicted distributions based on Galactic models.
We consider three different Galactic models previously used for microlensing studies, including the
one used by Zhu et al. (2017). We compute the probability distribution of piE values for the tE for
each event and determine the probability, PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs), that the piE value is at least as
large as the observed value, piE,obs. We then compare the distribution of PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs) to
the theoretical values using the Anderson-Darling (AD) test, and this indicates the null hypothesis
that the observed distribution follows the model is rejected at high significance, pAD ≤ 3.0×10−8, for
all three of the Galactic models that we consider. We interpret this as evidence that the measured
piE,obs are contaminated by the systematic photometry errors in the Spitzer data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain our method focusing the basic idea
on how we compare observations and a model without calculating detection efficiencies. We explain
our choice of solutions from the Zhu et al. (2017) sample in Section 3 since almost all events have
degenerate solutions. We explain the three Galactic models that we employ (Zhu et al. 2017; Sumi et
al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2014) and focus on the differences between these models in Section 4. Section
5 presents the results of our statistical comparison between the observed and the model predicted piE
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distributions using the Anderson-Darling (AD) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistics. We present
the same statistical tests with modified Galactic models in Section 6, and we show that reasonable
Galactic model modifications cannot explain the Spitzer measurements. We discuss Spitzer systematic
photometry errors in Section 7 and present our conclusions in Section 8.
2. METHOD
One of general difficulties involved in the comparison of an observational data set with a model is
the determination of detection efficiencies (or selection effects). The detection efficiency is defined
as the probability that a microlensing event is selected to be part of the sample being studied. The
seven parameters that characterize a single lens are: the time of closest angular approach between
the source and lens stars, t0, the impact parameter of the source trajectory with respect to the lens
star, u0, the Einstein radius crossing time, tE, the angular Einstein radius, θE, the microlens parallax
vector, piE = piE µrel/µrel = (piE,N, piE,E), and the source flux FS. The microlensing parallax vector, piE,
is a vector with a magnitude of piE and a direction parallel to µrel. The north and east components
are piE,N and piE,E, respectively (Gould 1992). Four of these parameters affect the detection efficiency
of an event; t0 determines the coverage of the light curve; u0 determines the peak magnification; tE is
the event duration, and FS controls the brightness event and photometric signal to noise ratio. The
parameters that provide information about the lens mass and the distance to the lens are tE, θE and
piE. Therefore, the probability (density) for a single lens event to occur, be discovered, and then be
selected to be part of the sample being studied can be decomposed into three other functions,
fobs(tE, θE,piE, t0, u0, FS) = ΓGal(tE, θE,piE) η(t0, u0, FS) (tE, t0, u0, FS) , (5)
where ΓGal(tE, θE,piE) is the event rate of a microlensing event with parameters (tE, θE,piE), and
η(t0, u0, FS) is the probability distribution of these three parameters that are independent of tE, θE
and piE. The detection efficiency is given by (tE, t0, u0, FS), and it is effectively independent of θE
and piE for the events in the Spitzer sample. Note that in other contexts (e.g., Suzuki et al. 2016) it
is common to average over the dependence of  on t0, u0, and FS, but for this analysis we consider a
specific sample of events for which these parameters have been measured.
If we want to compare an observed Einstein radius crossing time (tE) distribution with the pre-
dictions from Galactic models, we need to calculate the average detection efficiency as a function of
tE by simulating event detection processes using artificial events (Alcock et al. 1996, 1997, 2000a,b;
Sumi et al. 2003, 2011; Mro´z et al. 2017). However, our interest here is not in the tE distribution, but
in the piE distribution which is obtained by the Spitzer microlensing parallax measurements. In this
case, we can compare the observed piE distribution with the model-predicted distribution without any
calculation of the detection efficiencies. When we consider a specific event with observed parameters
(tE, t0, u0, FS) = (tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs), the probability distribution for θE and piE is given by
fobs(θE,piE | tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs)= fobs(tE,obs, θE,piE, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs)
fobs(tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs)
=ΓGal(θE,piE | tE,obs) , (6)
since we are considering the case of fixed tE, t0, u0, and FS at the observed values. We have defined the
probability density distribution f(A |B) to be the conditional probability density distribution for A
given B, and generally f(A |B) = f(A,B)/f(B). In other words, ΓGal(θE,piE | tE) is the probability
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distribution of θE and piE for events with a given tE value. We calculate this probability using the
Galactic model. In Eq. (6), the detection efficiency factor is canceled because the values of θE and
piE are completely independent of t0,obs, u0,obs and FS,obs. The remaining parameter that depends on
(tE, t0, u0, FS) is tE, but this is fixed to be tE,obs in Eq. (6), so we don’t need to use the detection
efficiency here. This equation indicates that the observed distribution can be directly compared with
the Galactic model.
Because the angular Einstein radius θE is not measured for most of the Spitzer events, we focus on
the magnitude of microlens parallax piE measured by the Spitzer campaign. In this case, the equation
fobs(piE | tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs) = ΓGal(piE | tE,obs) (7)
is still true because of the same logic. We use the distribution of piE obtained by the raw sample 50
events of Zhu et al. (2017) as the left-hand side of observational fobs(piE | tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs). We
explain this in detail in Section 3. We compare this with the right-hand side of the model-predicted
piE distribution, calculated using the Galactic models explained in Section 4.
3. MICROLENSING EVENT SAMPLE
We use the 50 single microlens events discovered by OGLE-IV survey and observed by the 2015
Spitzer campaign (Zhu et al. 2017), as our event sample. This is the raw sample of Zhu et al. (2017).
The piE distribution of this sample follows fobs(piE | tE,obs, t0,obs, u0,obs, FS,obs) and satisfies Eq. (7) when
the following two assumptions are true:
1. The measured tE and piE are both randomly distributed around the true values of those param-
eters.
2. The event selection process produces no bias in the piE distribution of the sample.
Assumption 2 is the reason why we use the Zhu et al. (2017) raw sample instead of their final
sample. The Zhu et al. (2017) final sample includes only events where piE can be measured, which
they define as events with σ(D8.3) ≤ 1.4 kpc, where D8.3 = kpc/(pirel/mas + 1/8.3). This selection
clearly violates assumption 2, since events with small piE are much more likely to have large σ(D8.3)
values. In contrast, their raw sample was selected independently of the measured piE values, so this
selection should not introduce and bias into the piE distribution of the raw sample.
One issue with satellite based microlensing parallax measurements in general is that each event has
up to four degenerate solutions (Gould 1994). The choice of solutions is important for the comparison
with the Galactic models because some events have degenerate solutions with very different piE values.
In this work we consider following two choices of solutions. For the first choice, we select solutions
with minimum value of χ2R defined as
χ2R ≡ χ2 + 4 lnpiE, (8)
that reflects the goodness of fit of the light curve modeling and the “Rich argument” (Calchi Novati
et al. 2015) which gives the prior probability of pi−2E for the true solution. We refer to this choice as
the χ2R,min solutions. For the second choice, solutions which give minimum piE values in degenerate
solutions are selected regardless of their χ2R values and we refer to this as the piE,min solutions. The
piE,min solutions obviously cause bias in the measured piE distribution and it does not satisfy the
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second assumption above. Therefore we use the piE,min solutions as a sample just for comparison, and
use the χ2R,min solutions as the representative sample.
Note that this “Rich” argument is just a crude attempt to apply a prior to the piE measurement,
but the prior for piE cannot actually behave as pi
−2
E at small piE. Such a prior would diverge at piE → 0,
while the true prior should approach 0 at piE → 0, since the lensing rate approaches 0 for DL → DS,
which is needed to give piE → 0. In our preliminary analysis, we avoid this problem by only using this
”Rich” prior for the best fit piE values for each of the degenerate solutions. A full Bayesian solution
would also apply the prior to modify the implied piE value due the uncertainty reflected by the error
bars. Such a full Bayesian procedure fails for the ”Rich” prior because e−(piE,obs−piE)
2/(2σ2piE
)/pi2E diverges
at piE = 0. We present the analysis with a full Galactic model prior in Section 7.3.
4. MODELS
To calculate ΓGal(piE | tE,obs), we need a Galactic model, which consists of the stellar mass function,
stellar density distribution, and velocity distribution in our galaxy. Microlensing groups have devel-
oped a number of such models, and they are often referred to as “standard Galactic model” (Sumi et
al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2017; Mro´z et al. 2017; Jung et al. 2018). We use the model
presented by Zhu et al. (2017) in the paper that presented this Spitzer sample, as well as Galactic
models presented by Sumi et al. (2011) and Bennett et al. (2014) for our comparison with this Spitzer
microlensing parallax sample. Hereafter we refer to these papers as and models as Z17, S11 and B14,
respectively.
The Z17 and S11 models are based on the Galactic model developed by Han & Gould (1995), while
the B14 model is based on the Galactic model developed by Robin et al. (2003) and it includes a
central hole in the disk that was created by the disk instability thought to have formed the central
Galactic bar, as well as bar rotation. The B14 model also includes a thick disk and spheroid, but
none of these features are considered in Han & Gould (1995). In this section we give the outline of
these three models focusing on the differences between them. We summarize them in Table 1. More
details are found in each paper and references therein.
4.1. Mass function
All the three models use a broken power-law form for the stellar mass function for main sequence
stars, and the stellar mass functions are assumed to be continuous at the breaks. However, it is
also important to consider the possibility of microlensing by brown dwarfs and stellar remnants. The
possibility that the lens may be a stellar remnant is often ignored for planetary events, because stellar
remnants are thought to rarely host planets, but we cannot neglect this possibility for this analysis
because the Zhu et al. (2017) sample consists of single lens events. Also, the star formation process
does not distinguish between low-mass stars and brown dwarfs, so we consider mass functions whose
slope on brown dwarf mass region extended down to planetary masses. However, the low-mass tail of
the mass function has little influence on our results as the Zhu et al. (2017) sample is biased toward
longer tE events.
We consider the present-day mass function as follows. First we take the initial mass function (IMF)
to be
dN
dM
∝

M−αhm when M1 < M < Mmax
M−αms when M2 < M < M1
M−αbd when Mmin < M < M2 .
(9)
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Z17 uses the values (M1,M2) = (0.50, 0.08)M and (αhm, αms, αbd) = (2.3, 1.3, 0.3) following Kroupa
(2001), while S11 uses (M1,M2) = (0.70, 0.08)M and (αhm, αms, αbd) = (2.0, 1.3, 0.5) based on a
comparison with the observed tE distribution from their microlensing survey. B14 also uses the S11
mass function. We use a minimum mass of Mmin = 10
−5M for all the three models, but this has
little effect because planetary masses are strongly disfavored by the large tE values of the Z17 sample.
We adopt Mmax = 8.0 M as the maximum mass of the IMF and ignore stars with initial masses of
> 8.0 M that will have evolved into neutron stars and black holes. We construct the present-day
mass function by randomly selecting a star from our IMF, given in equation 9, and then randomly
selecting an age and metalicity from the relatively wide distribution used by Bennett et al. (2018a).
Stellar magnitudes are determined with the PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al.
2014; Tang et al. 2014), and for stars that have evolved into white dwarfs, we use the initial-final
mass relation of El-Badry et al. (2018) to determine the final white dwarf masses. Zhu et al. (2017)
also considered another mass function of the form dN/dM ∝M−1, but we do not use this model.
4.2. Density distribution
The Z17 and S11 models use the boxy-shaped bulge model of Dwek et al. (1995),
ρB = ρB,0 exp(−0.5 r2s); rs =

[(
x′
x0
)2
+
(
y′
y0
)2]2
+
(
z′
z0
)4
1/4
, (10)
and the double exponential disk model of Bahcall (1986),
ρD = ρD,0 exp
[
−
(
R−R
hR
+
z
hz
)]
; R =
√
x2 + y2, (11)
and they use ρ = ρB + ρD as the total density distribution, without including a separate thick
disk or spheroid component. We use (x, y, z) to refer to galactocentric coordinate and (x′, y′, z′)
to refer to a coordinate system that is rotated about the z-axis aligned by an angle αbar so
that the x′ axis is aligned with the Galactic bar, The Z17 model uses the following parameters:
(ρB,0, ρD,0) = (3.76, 0.038)M pc−3, (x0, y0, z0) = (1590, 424, 424) pc, αbar = 30◦ and R = 8300 pc.
The S11 model uses somewhat different parameters: (ρB,0, ρD,0) = (2.07, 0.06)M pc−3, (x0, y0, z0) =
(1580, 620, 430) pc, αbar = 20
◦ and R = 8000 pc. Both the Z17 and S11 models use the same disk
scale length and heigh, (hR, hz) = (3500, 325) pc. The mass density values (ρB,0, ρD,0) for the Z17
models were derived from the original number density values of (nB,0, nD,0) = (13.7, 0.14) pc
−3, but
the original number density values are used for our calculations.
The B14 model employs a modified boxy-shaped bulge model of Robin et al. (2003) with a density
given by
ρB =

ρB,0 exp(−0.5 r2s) when R < 2400 pc
ρB,0 exp(−0.5 r2s)× exp
[
−0.5
(
R−2400 pc
500pc
)2]
when R > 2400 pc .
(12)
The B14 disk model has a central hole that is expected due to the formation of the bar-shaped bulge
from disk instability. This minimizes, but does not completely remove, an unphysical feature of the
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S11 and Z17 models, which have a singular velocity field at Galactic longitude l = 0 at the distance
of the Galactic center. This can lead to unrealistic conclusions for lines of sight close to l = 0.
The B14 disk model is given by
ρD = ρD,0
{
exp
[
−
√
0.52 +
a2
h2R+
]
− exp
[
−
√
0.52 +
a2
h2R−
]}
; a2 = R2 +
( z
0.079
)2
. (13)
The B14 model uses (ρB,0, ρD,0) = (2.07, 1.10)M pc−3, (x0, y0, z0) = (1580, 620, 430) pc, αbar = 20◦
and (hR+ , hR−) = (2530, 1320) pc. Also they use R = 8200 pc as the distance to the Sun from the
Galactic center. The B14 model also includes two Galactic components that are ignored by the other
models. These are the thick disk, with density ρtd, and the spheroid with density, ρsph, following
Robin et al. (2003). The total density in the B14 model is then given by ρ = ρB + ρD + ρtd + ρsph.
Note that contributions from ρtd and especially ρsph , are usually quite small, but they can make an
important contribution to events with high relative lens-source proper motions. In fact, there is at
least one well measured microlensing event confirmed to be due to a thick-disk lens star (Gould et
al. 2009).
Although S11 and B14 use the same ρB,0 and (x0, y0, z0) values, the total bar mass is 1.8×1010 M
for S11 model while it is 1.65× 1010 M for B14 model because the bar density model of B14 has an
additional term reducing the density at R > 2400 pc. Also note that the ρD,0 value for B14 model
is a value near the Galactic center without the hole, in contrast to the ρD,0 values for S11 and Z17
models at the Sun location. The B14 disk model gives 0.039 M pc−3 as the density value at the Sun
location.
4.3. Velocity Distribution
The velocity distribution is characterized by the observer’s transverse velocity and the mean trans-
verse velocities and dispersions for all components of the Galaxy. The Sun’s velocity and the velocity
distribution for the disk stars are similar with each other among the three models we consider, as sum-
marized in Table 1. For the mean velocity of bulge stars, while Z17 applies 0 km/s for all directions,
S11 applies a streaming velocity with 50 km/s along x′ axis and B14 applies a rigid body rotation
of the bar with the angular velocity of 50 km/s/kpc. For the velocity dispersion of bulge stars, Z17
uses (σv′x , σv′y , σv′z) = (120, 120, 120) km/s for the velocity dispersion along x
′, y′ and z′ axes and S11
uses (σv′x , σv′y , σv′z) = (113.6, 77.4, 66.3) km/s. Also B14 uses (σvx , σvy , σvz) = (114.0, 103.8, 96.4) km/s
for the velocity dispersion along x, y and z axes.
4.4. Event rate
The microlens event rate, ΓGal(tE, θE,piE), can be calculated numerically by picking a combination
of a source star and a lens star both following the Galactic model distribution, as discussed above.
This must be weighted by a factor, 2D2LθEµrelD
2−γ
S , that is proportional to the event rate. The factors
2D2LθEµrel, D
2
S, and D
−γ
S account for the area swept per unit time by the Einstein ring of the selected
lens, the increase in volume with increasing distance, and decreasing number of source stars which
have detectable brightness with increasing distance, respectively(Kiraga & Paczynski 1994). This
D−γS factor is a rather crude approximation of the actual distance dependence of source stars, since
the real dependence is a complicated function of source magnitude and position on the sky. Bennett
et al. (2018a,b) presented a much more accurate method, but this becomes quite complicated for
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large samples of events. The models we consider use different γ values. The B14, S11, and Z17
models use γ = 1.5, γ = 2 and γ = 2.85, respectively.
5. STATISTICAL TESTS
The event rate, ΓGal(piE | tE,obs), is shown as a function of tE,obs as the color maps in Figure 1 for the
Z17, S11 and B14 models. The event rates were calculated over the range 0.50 < log(tE,obs/days) <
2.20, by dividing this range into 34 bins of width 0.05 dex and then generating 105 artificial events,
with simulated piE values, in each bin for each of our 3 models. We select a typical Galactic coordinate
of (l, b) = (1.0◦,−2.2◦) for this sample to use for these calculations. At first glance, only one event is
an obvious outlier compared to the model distribution1, and most of the other events’ piE,obs values
are within ±2 σ of the simulated event rate distribution, ΓGal(piE | tE,obs). As a result, it would be
difficult to argue that the piE values measured by Spitzer are too large on an event-by-event basis.
However, when we consider all 50 measurements, we see that, depending on the Galactic model and
the choice of degenerate piE,obs values, 40-43 of the events have piE,obs above the median values (for
each individual tE,obs value). The probability of such an outcome is given by the binomial distribution,
and the probabilities for at least 40 events above the median is 1.2× 10−5. It is also obvious that the
observations does not match to either of the models just by a visual comparison.
The black open circles in each panel in Figure 1 show the observed values of tE,obs and piE,obs for
each of the events in the Z17 sample. The different χ2R,min and piE,min choices for the piE,obs values,
discussed in Section 3, are shown in the panels 1(a)-(c) and 1(d)-(f), respectively.
We conduct our statistical tests for six combinations of the two choices of piE,obs solutions and three
Galactic models to quantitatively evaluate the mismatch between the observations and the models.
In general, the observed value of an observable quantity that follows a given distribution should be
distributed uniformly from 0 to 100 percentiles of the distribution. Therefore, if the measured piE,obs
follows the predicted event rate, ΓGal(piE | tE,obs), the percentile corresponding of the observed piE,obs
value,
PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs) ≡
∫ ∞
piE,obs
ΓGal(piE | tE,obs) dpiE , (14)
should follow a uniform distribution.
We calculate the percentile given by equation (14) for each of the 50 events using the parameters for
each event, which include the event’s Galactic coordinates and the Earth’s velocity at the time of the
event peak, t0,obs. The black lines in Figure 2 show the cumulative distributions of the percentiles,
PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs), and red dashed lines show the cumulative distributions of the uniform
distribution, which is a straight line with a slope of one. The six panels in Figure 2 show the
results for our six combinations of Galactic models and choice of degenerate piE solutions. We use the
Anderson-Darling (AD) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests to compare the data to the hypothesis
that the data are consistent with being a random sample from each of our Galactic models. As
Table 2 and the notations in red in Figure 2 indicate, the χ2R,min microlensing parallax distribution
fails to match the model predictions with AD probabilities ranging from 6.1×10−9 to 3.0×10−8. The
distribution of the piE,min microlensing parallax values fare somewhat better, with AD probabilities
ranging from 2.0× 10−6 to 1.7× 10−5. We also show the results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test in Table 2 and Figure 2. The KS test gives somewhat larger probabilities, but none of these
1 This outlier is OGLE-2015-BLG-1227, where the Spitzer data seems to only cover the baseline.
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probabilities are larger than 8.2 × 10−5, so there is a strong and obvious contradiction between the
Spitzer microlensing parallax results and our Galactic models.
It is notable that one of our Galactic models is the Z17 model presented by the Spitzer microlensing
team (Zhu et al. 2017), but the Z17 model does not fit the distribution of Spitzer microlensing parallax
results significantly better than the other two models. It is true, however, that our analysis has used a
slightly different mass function from the Zhu et al. (2017). In particular, we included white dwarfs and
planetary mass lenses, although the planetary mass lenses have almost no effect because the sample
of events observed by Spitzer strongly favors longer duration events. For completeness, we have also
carried out this same analysis with the mass function of Zhu et al. (2017). That is, we use Mmax =
1.3 M and Mmin = 0.013 M in Eq. (9), so that we can conduct the same analysis without including
planetary mass objects and white dwarf lenses. This gives (pAD, pKS) = (3.6×10−7, 2.3×10−6) for the
χ2R,min solutions and (pAD, pKS) = (3.7×10−5, 9.8×10−5) for the piE,min solutions. These results are very
slightly better than the results with our more realistic mass function, but the qualitative conclusion
of strong contradiction between the measurements and the Galactic models remains unchanged.
6. WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF THE DISCREPANCY?
The most obvious potential cause of this discrepancy between the three Galactic models we consider
and the Spitzer microlensing parallax values is systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry. Section
5.1 of Zhu et al. (2017) is devoted to a discussion of systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry,
and they mention five events with “prominent” deviations of the Spitzer photometry from the best
fit light curve, Our visual inspection of the 50 light curves presented in Zhu et al. (2017) indicates
that 18 (or 36%) of these have obvious systematic differences between the Spitzer photometry and
the best fit microlensing models. Since the microlensing parallax parameters are often determined
almost solely from the Spitzer data, it seems quite plausible that some of the events without obvious
systematic photometry errors may, nevertheless, have large errors that can be accounted for with
incorrect piE,obs model parameters. Zhu et al. (2017) suggest that these systematic errors might not
cause problems with the Spitzer piE,obs measurements with a reference to three events (Udalski et
al. 2015; Poleski et al. 2016; Han et al. 2017) for which there is some evidence suggest that the
systematic errors may not have much influence on the piE,obs. But, two of these events have much
stronger microlensing signals in the Spitzer data than is typical, so this argument may not apply to
the bulk of the Zhu et al. (2017) sample.
Although these obvious systematic photometry problems are an important issue, we also need to
consider several other issues that could contribute to this discrepancy. We start by considering the
possibility that a plausible Galactic model could be consistent with the data.
6.1. Is There a Galactic Model That Can Match the Spitzer Data?
In this subsection, we consider modifications to our Galactic models to match the distribution of
piE,obs values from the Zhu et al. (2017) Spitzer sample. For fixed tE values, microlensing parallax
values can be increased by decreasing the lens distance, DL, the lens mass, ML, and/or the lens-
source relative transverse velocities. However, the requirement of fixed tE values, means that the
distributions of DL, ML, and transverse velocity are correlated, and in this section, we consider
modifications of the ML and DL distributions of the Galactic models. One parameter that is not
very well known is the slope of the initial mass function (IMF) in the brown dwarf mass region, αbd,
This has been measured in previous microlensing studies (Sumi et al. 2011; Mro´z et al. 2017), but
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these measurements depend on Galactic models similar to (or identical to) the models that we have
considered. So, it is sensible to consider variations in the αbd values.
The other parameter that we consider modifications to is the ratio of the disk mass to bulge mass.
We define the change relative to the fiducial model disk/bulge mass ratio as
nD/B ≡ (ρD,0/ρB,0)art
(ρD,0/ρB,0)org
, (15)
where (ρD,0/ρB,0)art is the value in an “artificial” model with an increased disk mass, and (ρD,0/ρB,0)org
is the value in the unmodified models presented in Table 1.
We compare the cumulative distributions of PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs) to the expected uniform dis-
tribution, similar to the comparisons presented in Figure 2, for modified versions of the Z17, S11,
and B14 on a grid of nD/B and αbd values. We perform the AD test on each such model, and present
the resulting probabilities, pAD, as a function of nD/B and αbd in Figure 3. Both the color map and
the contours indicate the pAD distribution, and the red contour lines indicate our threshold p-value
of pAD ≥ 0.05.
The brown dwarf mass function slope, αbd, has been measured using data from the MOA-II (Sumi
et al. 2011), OGLE-III (Wegg et al. 2017), and the OGLE-IV (Mro´z et al. 2017) microlensing surveys,
with results that are very consistent with each other. OGLE-IV is the most sensitive survey, so we
show their 3σ limits, 0.2 < αbd < 1.3, as the green horizontal dot-dashed lines in Figure 3. If we
restrict αbd to lie within this range, then we can use the distributions presented in Figure 3, to
derive the minimum values of nD/B required to pass our acceptability threshold of pAD ≥ 0.05. These
results are given in Table 2. The fiducial model values of nD/B = 1 for each of the Z17, S11, and B14
models are thought to explain the observed tE distributions very well, so if we are required to select
nD/B  1 in order to get plausible pAD values, this could be taken as an indication that the Spitzer
results cannot be explained by any reasonable Galactic model. The results for the χ2R,min solutions
listed in Table 2 are 6.6, 9.7, and 12.1 for the Z17, S11, and B14 models, respectively. These certainly
seem unreasonable, but the situation is somewhat better if we select the piE,min values. This drops
the minimum required nD/B values to 4.0, 4.2, and 4.5, respectively.
It seems implausible that the disk-to-bulge mass ratio for the Z17, S11, and B14 models could really
be increased by a factor of 4 or more from the model values and still be consistent with observations,
but let us consider this question in more detail. The relative disk-to-bulge mass ratio, nD/B, as
defined in Eq. (15) will increase when ρD,0 increases, ρB,0 decreases, or both.
From Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), Bovy (2017) derives a local stellar density of
0.040± 0.002 M pc−3 for main sequence stars. To get the total density, we must add the density of
white dwarfs, 0.0065 M pc−3 (Bovy 2017), and brown dwarfs, which account for 4.4% as much mass
as the main sequence stars (McKee et al. 2015). This gives a total density of 0.048± 0.002 M pc−3.
This is 1.26± 0.05 times, 0.81± 0.03 times and 1.24± 0.05 times larger than the ρD,0 values for the
Z17, S11, and B14 models. respectively.
Portail et al. (2017) constructed a dynamical model of the bulge, with the aid of N-body simulations,
and their model is consistent with the bulge star number counts from the VVV survey (Minniti et
al. 2010) and spectroscopic surveys, such as BRAVA (Kunder et al. 2012). Their model was also
confirmed to be consistent with the OGLE-II proper motion data (Sumi et al. 2004), microlensing
optical depth (Sumi & Penny 2016), and the tE distribution of OGLE-III (Wyrzykowski et al. 2015;
Wegg et al. 2017). They derive stellar mass traced by red clump giants observed by the near infrared
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surveys in a box of (±2.2 × ±1.4 × ±1.2) kpc around the principal axes of the bulge to be (1.32 ±
0.08) × 1010 M. We integrate the bar models of Z17, S11 and B14 within the box and obtain
1.76× 1010 M for the Z17 model and 1.39× 1010 M for both the S11 and B14 models. In order to
be consistent with the Portail et al. (2017) bulge mass, the normalization of the model bulge masses
must be multiplied by 0.75 ± 0.05 times, 0.95 ± 0.06 times and 0.95 ± 0.06 for the Z17, S11, and
B14 models, respectively. Therefore, to be consistent with the recent studies requires nD/B values for
Z17, S11, and B14 models to be 1.68± 0.12, 0.85± 0.06, and 1.30± 0.10, respectively. The vertical
orange dot-dashed lines in Figure 3 represent the 3σ upper limits on nD/B from this calculation, and
it is clear that they do not come close to the pAD ≥ 0.05 contours. In the most favorable case, the
Z17 model with the piE,min solutions, the 3σ upper limit barely crosses the pAD = 10
−3 color shading.
The pAD ≥ 0.05 contour is still excluded by 10σ in this most favorable case, so we conclude that the
reported Spitzer piE values are not consistent with any reasonable Galactic model.
7. SPITZER’S SYSTEMATIC PHOTOMETRY ERRORS
Now that we have established that the systematically large piE values found by Zhu et al. (2017)
are not likely to be an artifact of inadequate Galactic models, we consider the likely causes of these
systematic errors and possible ways to account for them. Finally we compare our study with Shan
et al. (2019) and Zang et al. (2019) who concluded the Spitzer sample is consistent with the Galactic
model.
7.1. More Evidence of Systematic Errors
Additional evidence of systematic errors in the Spitzer piE,obs values are the claims of three events
that are claimed to be due to lens systems located at DL = 3-4 kpc that are orbiting the Galaxy in the
direction opposite of the disk rotation (Shvartzvald et al. 2017, 2019; Chung et al. 2019), or possibly
perpendicular to the disk rotation direction. All of these are caustic-crossing or caustic-approaching
lenses with θE measurements, so the lens system mass can be determined from equation 3. Then, pirel
can be determined from equation 2. As a result of these additional constraints, the constraints on the
direction of the lens-source relative motion are much tighter than on the single lens events of Zhu et
al. (2017). The prior probability of a lens orbiting in the counter-Galactic rotation direction for these
three events is 1-3×10−3 smaller than having the lens orbit in the direction of Galactic rotation. The
probability of having 3 such events in the sample of ∼ 20 published Spitzer caustic-crossing events is
no greater than 3× 10−6, so it is very likely that one or more of these “counter-rotating” events has
a spurious piE,obs due to systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry.
7.2. Systematic Error Causes
In Section 6.1, we saw that simple modifications of our Galactic models fail quite dramatically to
explain the distribution of piE values of the Zhu et al. (2017) sample. Now we consider the idea that
this discrepancy is due to systematic errors in the Zhu et al. (2017) piE measurements, which seems
to be the only reasonable conclusion. (The tE,obs measurements by OGLE have been shown to be
very accurate and unbiased (Mro´z et al. 2017).)
We consider three sources of systematic errors in the Spitzer analysis. In order of decreasing priority,
these are:
1. Systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry itself.
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2. Systematic errors in the procedure to constrain the source I − [3.6µm] color that is used to fix
the unmagnified brightness of the source for the Spitzer data set.
3. Systematic errors due to unexpected interventions by a companion to the source or lens.
Systematic error source 1 is obviously important because these systematic Spitzer photometry
errors are obvious in 18 of the 50 light curves presented by Zhu et al. (2017), and in fact, Zhu
et al. (2017) has a section that discusses these systematic errors. They pointed five events where
prominent deviations from the single lens model are seen and describe these are likely to be caused
by systematic photometry errors. We conduct the same AD test, shown in Figure 2 after removing
these five events, and we find that pAD ≤ 1.1 × 10−4 for each of these three models with the (most
favorable) piE,min solutions. So, it is clear that this is not a question of a handful of outliers. About
two thirds of the Zhu et al. (2017) sample do not include coverage by Spitzer of the light curve peak,
which makes it more likely that the light curve model could compensate for the systematic errors
with erroneous piE,obs measurements. The three “counter-rotating” events have Spitzer data that
only seems to cover the tail of the magnified part of their light curves, so these events are also quite
susceptible to erroneous piE,obs measurements due to systematic photometry errors.
One way to minimize the problem with over-abundance of large Spitzer piE,obs values would be to
always select the lowest piE,obs value from among the degenerate solution, even when the fit χ
2 favors
a larger value. However, this is exactly the choice we make for our piE,min analysis, and we have seen
that this does not solve the problem.
The Spitzer Space Telescope was designed for observations at wavelengths as long as 160µm, which
required very precise control of the solar heating of the telescope. As a result, areas of the sky, like the
Galactic bulge, that are close to the ecliptic plane have very limited observing windows. As a result,
the Galactic bulge can only be observed for ∼ 39 days per year when it is also visible from ground-
based observatories. Also, in its extended mission, communications with the Spitzer spacecraft occur
only about once per week, and this results in a typical delay of about a week between the time when
an event is identified as an interesting target and when observations can be scheduled. Finally, the
orientation of the Galactic plane and Spitzer’s orbital position are such that events with lens-source
motion in the direction of Galactic disk rotation, which is the preferred direction, are observed by
Spitzer before they are observed from the Earth. These issues all contribute to the difficulty of
obtaining good light curve coverage with Spitzer for events identified from the ground.
Zhu et al. (2017) attempt to help compensate for this poor light curve coverage by determining
the unmagnified brightness of the source star in the Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 µm passband, based on its
brightness and color, as observed in ground-based observations. They employ color-color relations
derived from a comparison of ground-based V , I, and H-band data with Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 µm
photometry for stars in the vicinity of the microlensed target stars (Yee et al. 2015b; Zhu et al. 2017).
This procedure might be subject to some significant uncertainties. The Spitzer/IRAC instrument
has an angular resolution of ∼ 2 arcsec and 1.22 arcsec pixels, which is lower resolution than most of
the ground based data, particularly when observing conditions are good. As a result, it is possible
that Spitzer/IRAC images may not resolve some stars that are resolved in ground-based photometry,
and this could generate incorrect stellar color measurements that could contaminate these color-color
relations that are used to determine the source star baseline brightness in the Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 µm
passband. Using the brightest stars in the field will help to mitigate this problem, but the brightest
stars tend to have photometry that is contaminated by detector non-linearities.
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It is also unclear what the intrinsic scatter is to be expected in these color-color relations and
whether this has been taken into account. Bessell & Brett (1988) report a scatter of 5% in the K−L
vs. V − K color-color relations, but this is for nearby stars with modest amounts of extinction.
The situation for the Spitzer microlensing sample could be worse because the extinction is high and
probably has a larger variation than in the samples used by Bessell & Brett (1988).
The third possible systematic error that we consider is the potential contaminating effect of an
additional star, a companion to the source or lens. It is possible that an additional source or lens star
could contribute to the Spitzer light curve without being detected in the ground-based light curve,
and because the Spitzer light curve coverage is very poor for many of the events, it is possible that
such a companion could have a strong influence on the Spitzer without any obvious indication that
an additional star is involve. This is a much stronger possibility for events with large piE values,
because large piE implies that the ground-based and Spitzer telescopes sampled very different parts
of the microlensing magnification pattern. However, most events do not have companions at the
appropriate separations, and the Earth-Spitzer separation is too small to allow such a scenario in
most cases. So, this possibility is more likely to produce a handful our outliers with highly unusual
piE,obs values instead of the modification of a large number of piE,obs values to one side of the predicted
median. So, we do not consider this likely to be a significant contributor to the problem with the
Zhu et al. (2017) piE,obs values that we have identified.
7.3. Correcting Spitzer Microlensing Parallax Measurements
In this subsection, we consider a number of different ways to improve the Spitzer microlensing
parallax measurements. The most direct way to gain a better understanding of systematic errors in
the Spitzer would be to obtain more Spitzer data for events that have already been observed. The
Spitzer field-of-view is evidently large enough so that there are a number of Spitzer events that have
been observed when Spitzer was pointing at a different microlens target. There are expected to be
∼ 40 pairs of events that are close enough on the sky to be imaged when Spitzer was observing the
other member of the pair (A. Gould, private communication, 2019). This would imply that there
are ∼ 80 events that have additional baseline data that could be analyzed to study the systematic
errors. This data might allow the systematic errors to be characterized statistically, so that the
Spitzer photometric noise model might be modified to include the correlations in the photometry
errors. Or, it might be possible to correlate the systematic errors with other parameters, such as the
pixel phase of the target star centroid (i.e. the position of the target star centroid with respect to
the pixels boundaries). Other possible parameters of interest would be the focal plane temperature
or the position of the Sun with respect to the telescope pointing. If such correlations are found, it
might be possible to correct the Spitzer photometry.
Such baseline data might also be useful for studying the constraints that have been placed on the
source brightness, at least for the brighter source stars. Another option, would be to measure the
source brightness directly with JWST observations. However, it could be challenging to get JWST
observing time for such a program, particularly if it is thought that there are other ways to address
this systematic error issue.
This problem with microlensing parallax measurements yielding piE values that are too large to be
believed is a problem that has occurred in a number of other contexts. For example, Penny et al.
(2016) found an excess of reported planetary microlensing parallax events with large piE values that
implied lens distances of DL < 2 kpc. One of these large piE was due to an incorrect microlensing
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model (Han et al. 2016), and another one of these events (Gould et al. 2014) was discovered to have
systematic errors in the baseline photometry that could lead to a spurious microlensing parallax
signal. However, for some of the other events, the large piE could be due to the assumption of an
incorrect prior distribution. Some authors might not be aware that the use of no prior is equivalent
to a uniform prior assumption.
7.3.1. Applying the Galactic Prior to piE,obs Measurements
Microlensing parallax measurements typically have large uncertainties because the effect is difficult
to measure. As discussed above, microlensing measurements by satellites, like Spitzer, typically
have multiple degenerate solution, and microlensing parallax signals due to the orbital motion of
the Earth generally have very large uncertainties in the direction perpendicular to the acceleration
of Earth at the time of the event (e.g., Muraki et al. 2011; Bhattacharya et al. 2018). These large
uncertainties mean that the assumed prior distribution can have an important influence on the
inferred piE distribution. In particular, if no prior is applied, it is equivalent to applying a uniform
prior, and this can lead to overestimates of piE in situations where the true piE values are near the
limits of the measurement method.
In Section 3 we discussed an approximate Bayesian prior, known as the “Rich” argument, that was
employed by Zhu et al. (2017), but we now improve upon this with a full Bayesian prior based on the
predicted distribution of piE, as a function of tE for the B14 Galactic model. We chose this model
over Z17 and S11 because it includes four components of the Galaxy (the thin and thick disks, the
spheroid and the bar-shaped bulge) instead of only two. We apply the Galactic prior to generate the
following posterior distribution for each event
fpost(piE,N, piE,E) ∝
∑
i
ΓGal(piE,N, piE,E | tE,obs,i)
×N (piE,N; piE,N,obs,i, σ2piE,N,i)N (piE,E; piE,E,obs,i, σ2piE,E,i)e−∆χ
2
i /2, (16)
where the summation is conducted over the degenerate solutions for each event. N (x; x, σ2x) is the
Gaussian distribution with the mean of x and the standard deviation of the measurement error σx.
The Einstein radius crossing times for each of the degenerate solutions, tE,obs,i, are nearly identical,
so we calculate the posterior distribution with one representative tE,obs value for each event.
An example of how the application of this prior changes the inferred posterior distribution is
shown in Figure 4. This figure shows the piE prior distribution for event OGLE-2015-BLG-1295, an
event with tE ' 42 days, and this figure indicates that microlensing parallax values in the range of
0.05 <∼ piE <∼ 0.2 are favored. There is also a strong enhancement of the prior probability in the NNE
direction, particularly at larger piE values. This is the direction of Galactic disk rotation, which is
preferred because of the large number microlensing events due to bulge source stars and lens stars
orbiting in the disk. Also, note that values of piE < 0.01 are strongly disfavored, contrary to what
the “Rich” argument would imply.
Figure 4 also shows the measured piE,obs values as grey circles, as well as the centroid of the posterior
probability distribution obtained by convolving this prior with a 2-dimensional Gaussian describing
the measurement and its error bars. The medians of the posterior distributions for the 4 degenerate
solutions are indicated by red triangles with error bars indicating the 68% confidence interval in both
directions. (Note that the red triangles are located in almost exactly the same place as the grey
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circles for this event.) Since we have concluded that the Spitzer piE measurements are contaminated
by systematic errors, we also consider the same convolutions of the Galactic prior distributions with
Gaussians describing the piE,obs measurements, but with inflated error bars. The cyan and blue boxes
with error bars indicate the posterior distributions medians and 68% confidence intervals when the
error bars increased by inflation factors of k = 2.2 and k = 3.4, respectively. An inflation factor of
k = 3.4 seems to be enough to make two or three of the degenerate solutions consistent with the
prior, while the original values of the piE,obs measurements appear to be inconsistent with the prior
distribution for this event.
Next, we apply the prior and error bar inflation factors to all 50 of the events in the Zhu et al. (2017)
sample, with the results shown in Figure 5. We convert the two dimensional posterior distribution
for piE, fpost(piE,N, piE,E), into the posterior distribution for the length of the parallax vector, piE, with
fpost(piE) =
∫
φE
fpost(piE, φE) dφE (17)
where φE is the direction angle of piE vector, and then use for the statistical test instead of the
representative value of the measurement for each event. Figure 5(a) shows the effect applying this
Galactic prior to the measurements to obtain the posterior, fpost(piE), distribution. The median
values of these posterior distributions, piE,post, are displayed as red triangles. For a few events, the
median posterior values, piE,post, with no inflation of the error bar (k = 1.0) is shifted significantly
toward the predicted distribution, but the effect is much more dramatic with an error bar inflation
factor of k = 3.4, as indicated by the blue squares in Figure 5(a). This essentially removes all the
outlier piE measurements.
Figure 5(b) shows the cumulative distribution of these piE,post values for three different error bar
inflation factors, k = 1.0, 2.2, and 3.4. For k = 1.0, the distribution is very similar to Figures 2(c) and
2(f), but for k = 2.2, the PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs) distribution for the piE,post values comes close to
the expected uniform distribution (red dashed line) for PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs) < 0.5. For an error
bar inflation value of k = 3.4, the effect is even more extreme, and we begin to see a collect events
at PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs) ≈ 0.5. This is not surprising. In the limit where k becomes very large,
the piE,post values will approach the medians of the prior distribution and the cumulative distribution
will approach a step function at PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs) = 0.5.
Statistically, the application of the prior should generate posterior distributions and medians, piE,post,
that are a better match to the models. The measured piE,obs values are above the median B14 model
(piE = piE,B14) values for 42 of 50 events, and the probability that piE,obs > piE,B14 for ≥ 42 events is
5.8×10−7. With no error bar inflation, the Bayesian posterior median values are larger than the B14
predictions (piE,post > piE,B14) 37 times, with a probability of 4.6×10−4 if we assume that the binomial
distribution is appropriate. For error bar inflation factors of k = 2.2 and 3.4, we have piE,post > piE,B14
for 30 and 24 events, respectively. The binomial distribution would imply probabilities of 0.10 and
0.66 for these two cases of k = 2.2 and 3.4, respectively. We can also apply the Anderson-Darling
AD test formula to get “probabilities” of 1.7× 10−5, 8.4× 10−5, and 9.1× 10−3 for k = 1.0, k = 2.2
and 3.4, respectively. However, the conditions of the AD test clearly do not apply, so these cannot
be considered valid tests. This is obvious if we consider the case of k ≥ 3.4, where the piE,post values
pile up at the prior median values, resulting in low AD probabilities.
The simplest way to modify the cumulative distributions in Figure 5(b) to allow proper AD tests
would be to randomly sample piE,post from the posterior distribution fpost(piE,post) for each event to
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obtain distributions that can be used for the AD tests. An alternative, but less noisy approach is to
convert fpost(piE,post) into the posterior distribution of PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs), which we refer to as
gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)). The distribution gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)) is easily calculated
by converting each piE,post which follows the posterior distribution fpost(piE,post) into the percentile,
PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs), using Equation (14). Hereafter, we use the shorter notation gpost(PGal) in
place gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)). After gpost(PGal) is calculated for every event, we sum these
distributions for all 50 events and we refer to this combined distribution as
∑
gpost(PGal). The
cumulative probably distribution of
∑
gpost(PGal) is used for the AD tests. This is demonstrated
in Figure 6(a), which shows individual gpost(PGal) for five events with the error bar inflation factors
of k = 1.0, 2.2, and 3.4 as red, cyan, and blue curves respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the sum
of gpost(PGal) for all 50 events,
∑
gpost(PGal), with the same color scheme as Figure 6(a). Peaks
due to events 0029, 0081, and 1256 are visible in this
∑
gpost(PGal) distribution without error bar
inflation, but the event 1256 peak is washed out with an inflation factor of k = 3.4, while the peaks
corresponding to the other events are diminished. Figure 6(c) shows the cumulative
∑
gpost(PGal)
distribution using the three error bar inflation factors k = 1.0, 2.2, and 3.4 in red, cyan and blue.
The AD tests give probabilities of pAD = 5.1×10−5, 0.054, and 0.47. This confirms that the posterior
distribution with k = 3.4 is consistent with the Galactic model, while the posterior distribution with
k = 2.2 is only marginally consistent with the Galactic model, while the results with the reported
error bars are inconsistent with the Galactic model.
We repeat these calculations with all three Galactic models to determine the minimum value of k
needed to be marginally consistent (pAD = 0.05) and fully consistent (pAD = 0.50) with each of the
Z17, S11, and B14 Galactic models, as indicated in Table 3 and Figure 7. We therefore find that
k > 2.2 is minimum error bar correction needed to correct for the systematic errors in the Spitzer
light curve data and that the best correction factor is k = 3.4, or 3.5.
We have confirmed our method of using
∑
gpost(PGal) for AD tests by conducting simple AD tests
using piE,post values randomly sampled from fpost(piE,post) for each event. From 600 trials using the
B14 model, we find median values of pAD = 5.2 × 10−5, 0.042 and 0.30, for k = 1.0, 2.2 and 3.4,
respectively. These are very close to the pAD values of 5.1 × 10−5, 0.054, and 0.47 that we found
using
∑
gpost(PGal). The 1 σ ranges of these pAD values are noisy, as expected. They are 5.8× 10−6
- 3.0× 10−4, 6.9× 10−3 - 0.17 and 0.069 - 0.70, respectively.
7.4. Comparison to previous studies
Two previous studies (Shan et al. 2019; Zang et al. 2019) have attempted statistical studies of Spitzer
microlensing parallax measurements. Shan et al. (2019) use a sample that consists of 13 published
events observed by Spitzer with unique measurements of both piE and θE and compare the probability
distributions of the lens mass and the distance predicted by the Galactic model without the observed
piE information (i.e., ΓGal(ML|tE,obs, θE,obs) and ΓGal(DL|tE,obs, θE,obs) using the terminology in this
paper) with the derived actual mass and distance by KS test. Using four combinations of the velocity
and density distributions from the Z17 and Jung et al. (2018) Galactic models, they obtain p-values
of pKS = 0.24−0.53 and pKS = 0.17−0.34 for the mass and distance comparisons, respectively. With
this results, they concluded that the piE measurements by the Spitzer campaign are consistent with
the Galactic model, which differs from our conclusion.
Zang et al. (2019) consider 8 published high magnification events with measured finite source
effects. They compare the inferred ML and DL distributions to predicted distributions based on the
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Z17 Galactic model with two different mass functions, and they use KS tests to claim consistency
between the data and the models.
The main differences between the analyses of Shan et al. (2019) and Zang et al. (2019) and the
analysis we present here are that our sample of 50 events is much larger and unbiased, according
to Zhu et al. (2017). Zang et al. (2019) point out that they “do not take into account the Spitzer
detection efficiency, and possible selection or publication biases,” and the same statement applies
to the Shan et al. (2019) analysis. Both samples suffer from an obvious publication bias in that
they are dominated by events with very strong microlensing signals in the Spitzer data. Half of
the Zang et al. (2019) sample consists of events with good Spitzer coverage of the light curve peak
at high magnification, and a large fraction of the events in the Shan et al. (2019) sample include
observation of caustic features in the Spitzer. Also, the fraction of events with obvious systematic
Spitzer photometry errors is much smaller in the Shan et al. (2019) and Zang et al. (2019) samples
than in the 50 events of the Zhu et al. (2017) sample used in this paper. Thus, it seems clear that
the published events in the Shan et al. (2019) and Zang et al. (2019) samples are biased in favor of
events with much stronger signals than average. So, the analysis presented in this paper is the first
statistical analysis of a large unbiased sample of Spitzer microlensing parallax measurements.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have compared the space parallax measurements of 50 single lens microlensing events from
the 2015 Spitzer microlensing campaign (Zhu et al. 2017) with the predicted distribution from three
different Galactic models. We found the following:
1. None of the three different Galactic models considered (Sumi et al. 2011; Bennett et al. 2014;
Zhu et al. 2017) can explain the observed distribution of measured piE,obs values. These piE,obs
values are systematically larger than the predicted distribution, and Anderson-Darling test
yields very low probabilities, pAD ≤ 3.0× 10−8, for all three models.
2. If we select the smallest of the degenerate microlensing parallax solutions for each event, piE,min,
regardless of the χ2 values, the Anderson-Darling test probabilities only increase to pAD ≤
1.7× 10−5.
3. If we try to modify the Galactic models to restore consistency with the Zhu et al. (2017) piE,obs
values, we find that the disk to bulge mass ratio needs to be increased to be at least 7.5 times
larger than the original value (nD/B > 7.5) for marginal consistency with the Anderson-Darling
test (pAD > 0.05).
4. To be consistent with the recent studies of the stellar density in the solar neighborhood and
the Galactic bulge requires nD/B = 1.68 ± 0.12 for the Z17 model. So, the value, nD/B > 7.5,
required for consistency with the Zhu et al. (2017) sample is clearly too large.
5. When both components of the microlensing parallax vector, piE, are not measured precisely,
it is important to include the prior piE distribution in order to avoid overestimation of the piE
magnitude.
6. We find that the piE,obs can be brought into marginal consistency (pAD = 0.05) with the Galactic
models by inflating the parallax parameter error bars by a factor of k = 2.2. Our best estimate
for the error bar inflation factor (to give pAD = 0.50) is k = 3.4.
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While these error bar inflation factors can bring the piE,obs into reasonable agreement with reasonable
Galactic models, we believe that a more systematic investigation of the possible causes of these
systematic errors in warranted, as discussed in Section 7.2. Extracting baseline photometry for
events that happen to be located close to events from other years could be very useful. Even if
the sources of the systematic errors are not determined, it might be useful to characterize the error
correlations so that significance of the piE,obs measurements can be more accurately determined. It
seems clear that a better understanding of the systematic errors in the Spitzer photometry is needed
to realize the full scientific potential of the Spitzer microlensing program.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the observations with the Galactic model. Each panel shows a different combina-
tion of choice of solutions and model. Open circles are the 50 measurements from 2015 Spitzer microlensing
campaign (raw sample of Zhu et al. 2017). Color maps show the ΓGal(piE | tE,obs). 105 artificial events are
generated per each bin of tE,obs with the width 0.05 dex. The black solid, blue dashed, and magenta dotted
lines indicate the median, 1 σ, and 2 σ of ΓGal(piE | tE,obs), respectively.
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Figure 2. Cumulative distributions of PGal(piE ≥ piE,obs | tE,obs) for the six combinations of the choice of
solutions and the models. In each panel, the black solid line is the observed distribution and the red dashed
line is the cumulative distribution of the continuous uniform distribution which should be followed by the
black line if the observed distribution follows the Galactic model. The results of the AD test and KS test
are shown in bottom right.
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Figure 3. Results of AD tests with various (nD/B, αbd) combinations. Both color maps and contours show
pAD-values from the AD tests. In each panel, the two horizontal dark green dashed-dotted lines indicate the
3σ range for αbd from Mro´z et al. (2017), the vertical orange dashed-dotted line indicates the 3σ upper limit
on nD/B described in subsection 6.1, and the magenta cross indicates the values of αbd and nD/B employed
by each of the three models: Z17, S11, and B14.
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Figure 4. The color coding indicates the two dimensional microlensing parallax prior distribution for event
OGLE-2015-BLG-1295 according to the B14 model. The prominent extension in the NNE direction where
the probability is highest is the direction of Galactic disk rotation. This is the preferred microlensing parallax
direction for lens stars in the Galactic disk. The red boxes with error bars are the median and 68% confidence
interval for the posterior distributions for the 4 degenerate Spitzer microlensing parallax measurements for
this event. The cyan and blue boxes with error bars indicate the median and 68% confidence intervals for
the posterior distribution for the Spitzer microlensing parallax values when the error bars are inflated by
factors of k = 2.2 and 3.4, respectively. The measured values seem consistent with the prior only for the
largest error bar inflation factor of k = 3.4.
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Figure 5. Panel (a) is a comparison of the observed Zhu et al. (2017) piE,obs measurements with the
predictions of the B14 Galactic model, similar to Figure 1 (c), with the χ2R,min shown as open grey circles, and
the black solid, blue dashed, and magenta dotted lines indicate the median, 1 σ, and 2 σ of ΓGal(piE | tE,obs),
respectively. The open red triangles indicate the median values obtained by replacing the “Rich” argument
with a Bayesian prior based on the B14 model. The blue squares indicate the median with the B14 Bayesian
prior with the piE error bars inflated by a factor of k = 3.4. Panel (b) shows the cumulative distributions of
the median PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs) values for the Zhu et al. (2017) piE,obs values convolved with the B14
Bayesian priors, using error bar inflation factors of k = 1.0 (red), k = 2.2 (cyan), and k = 3.4 (blue). These
are similar to Figures 2 (c) and 2 (f), except that no prior was applied in that figure.
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Figure 6. Panel (a) shows the posterior probability distributions of PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs),
gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)), for 5 events from the Zhu et al. (2017) sample with the B14 Galactic
prior. The y-axis values are probabilities integrated over bins of width dPGal = 0.008. The red, cyan, and
blue curves show the probability distributions as the error bar inflation factors change from k = 1.0 (red),
to k = 2.2 (cyan), and finally to k = 3.4 (blue). Panel (b) shows the sum of these distributions over all 50
events of the Zhu et al. (2017) sample,
∑
gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)), with the same color scheme for
the error bar inflation factors. The cumulative
∑
gpost(PGal(piE ≥ piE,post | tE,obs)) distributions are shown in
the panel (c). The over-plotted black discrete cumulative distributions are created by dividing the vertical
axis into 50 (i.e., number of events) bins, and these are used for our statistical tests. The results of AD tests
are shown in the bottom right of panel (c).
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Figure 7. The p-values of AD tests for the
∑
gpost(PGal) cumulative distribution as a function of the error
bar inflation factor, k for each of our three models, Z17, S11, and B14.
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Table 1. Summary of the three Galactic models used in this work.
Model Z17 S11 B14
Stellar Initial Mass function Eq. (9) Eq. (9) Eq. (9)
population (αhm, αms, αbd) (2.3, 1.3, 0.3) (2.0, 1.3, 0.5) (2.0, 1.3, 0.5)
(Mmax,M1,M2,Mmin) [M] (8.0, 0.50, 0.08, 10−5) (8.0, 0.70, 0.08, 10−5) (8.0, 0.70, 0.08, 10−5)
Age and Metalicity B18a B18a B18a
γ of event rate ∝ D−γS 2.85 2 1.5
Bulge Density Eq. (10) Eq. (10) Eq. (12)
structure Bar angle αbar [deg.] 30 20 20
ρB,0 [M pc−3] 3.76b 2.07 2.07
(x0, y0, z0) [pc] (1590, 424, 424) (1580, 620, 430) (1580, 620, 430)
Mean velocity 0 km/s 50 km/s (stream) 50 km/s/kpc (rot.)
Dispersion [km/s] (120, 120, 120)c (113.6, 77.4, 66.3)c (114.0, 103.8, 96.4)d
Disk Density Eq. (11) Eq. (11) Eq. (13)
structure Local densitye [M pc−3] 0.038b 0.06 0.039
Disk scale length, height [pc] (3500, 325) (3500, 325) (2530, 200)
Hole scale length, height [pc] No hole No hole (1320, 104)
Rotation speed 240 km/s 220 km/s 218.0 km/s
Dispersion [km/s] (33, 18)f (30, 30)f (27.9, 19.1)f
Sun Location (R, z) [pc] (8300, 27) (8000, 0) (8200, 0)
Velocity (v,y, v,z) [km/s] (252, 7) (220, 0) (242, 7.25)
aBennett et al. (2018a)
bConverted from the original values of number density (nB,0, nD,0) = (13.7, 0.14) pc
−3. See section 4.2 for detail.
cVelocity dispersion along (x′, y′, z′) axis.
dVelocity dispersion along (x, y, z) axis.
eStellar volume density around the Sun location, which is equivalent to ρD,0 for Z17 and S11 models.
fVelocity dispersion along (y, z) axis.
Note—Small modifications, such as Mmax and Mmin values, are adopted in each model compared to the original
ones.
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Table 2. Results of AD and KS tests on six combinations of models and
choices of solutions.
Tested combination A2 (pAD) D (pKS) nD/B,th
a
Z17 vs. χ2R,min 17.11 (9.1× 10−9) 0.404 (8.8× 10−8) 6.6
vs. piE,min 11.90 (2.0× 10−6) 0.351 (5.4× 10−6) 4.0
S11 vs. χ2R,min 15.95 (3.0× 10−8) 0.355 (4.1× 10−6) 9.7
vs. piE,min 9.82 (1.7× 10−5) 0.320 (4.8× 10−5) 4.2
B14 vs. χ2R,min 17.50 (6.1× 10−9) 0.368 (1.5× 10−6) 12.1
vs. piE,min 11.12 (4.4× 10−6) 0.312 (8.2× 10−5) 4.5
aMinimum nD/B value to be pAD > 0.05 within 0.2 < αbd < 1.3.
Note—AD tests are more sensitive than KS tests. Results of KS tests
are shown for comparison.
Table 3. Minimum values of k to be pAD >
0.05 or pAD > 0.5 for each model.
Model k (pAD = 0.05)
a k (pAD = 0.50)
b
Z17 2.27 3.53
S11 2.14 3.53
B14 2.17 3.45
aMinimum value of k to be pAD > 0.05.
bMinimum value of k to be pAD > 0.50.
